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The effective control of large roadway deformations has always been a focus and difficulty in the coal industry. At present, a "bolt + cable + mesh + shotcrete" combined support structure has been widely used in China to support roadways with large deformations, and this method has achieved some success. However, large roadway deformations supported by using the "bolt + cable + mesh + shotcrete" support structure still have a series of engineering problems. This paper describes a case study of large deformation control in a roadway surrounded with broken rock located in the Du’erping coal mine in the Shanxi Province of China. A new "shell + bolt + shotcrete" combined support structure is proposed to support the north wing main haulage roadway. Methods were adopted from theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and similarity simulation experiments to design a reinforced shell within a vertical wall semicircular arch. Roadway convergence and surrounding rock stress were monitored on the site. The monitoring data showed that the new support structure successfully controlled a potentially large deformation of the roadway. This new combined support structure provides a helpful reference for the design and engineering of support structures to prevent large roadway deformations.

1. Engineering Background

As mining depths increase, engineers are finding more rock masses that show the characteristics of soft rock under the influence of high ground stress [1–5]. Increasingly, coal mining enterprises are being faced with the problem of how to support roadways that may contain large deformations. "Bolt + cable + mesh + shotcrete" combined support structures have usually been proposed to support roadways with large deformations in China, and this support method has been somewhat successful [7–10]. However, a roadway supported by using a "bolt + cable + mesh + shotcrete" structure is still vulnerable to instability or even failure. Roadway damage is serious and requires repeated repairs, which not only consumes human and material resources but also seriously affects coal mine safety [11–15].

As shown in Figure 1(a), the Du’erping coal mine (XiShan Coal Electricity Group Co., Ltd.) is located in Taiyuan city in China’s Shanxi province. The north wing haulage roadway of the Du’erping coal mine is one of the more highly used roadways at the site. In this roadway, there exists a fracture zone that measures approximately 100 m in length between the North-4 and the North-5 roadway, as shown in Figure 1(b). As seen in Figure 2, the original support structure consisted of a "bolt + mesh + shotcrete" structure, but under the influence of high ground stress and mining activities, the portion of the roadway that contained the fracture zone became seriously deformed. The size of the...
The roadway in this section was reduced from 4.6 m × 4.0 m to 3.5 m × 3.0 m. Although repaired many times, the repairs did not effectively reduce the deformation in the roadway. A new “shell + bolt + shotcrete” structure was proposed that was inspired by a long span shell structure [16–19], and this was combined with the existing support structure to support the fracture zone.

2. Theoretical Analysis of the New Support Structure

2.1. Principle of the New Support Structure. The new support structure is a "shell + bolt + shotcrete" combined support structure, and its support system is able to achieve both internal reinforcement and external support. The shell consists of arched steel bars and circular steel bars, and they are arched in both longitudinal and transverse directions, forming a space shell structure as a whole. The reticulated shell forms the skeleton, and the shotcrete forms a thin-walled reinforced concrete shell. The steel mesh shell concrete retaining structure draws on the superior mechanical properties of the shell structure and changes the ordinary “bolt + mesh + shotcrete” support structure into a space steel shell structure. The concrete spray layer is more evenly stressed, and its bearing capacity is increased. The new support system has both flexible and rigid support. Therefore, this support structure can effectively reduce roadway deformation in the surrounding broken rock.

The composition of the new support structure is shown in Figure 3. First, the bolts were arranged in a circle and installed in the surrounding rock of the roadway to form a range of reinforcement. Second, a plurality of components was assembled into a reinforced shell support and fixed on the surface of the surrounding rock to form an external support skeleton. Finally, shotcrete was installed to form an
entire support system. The shotcrete was installed in its colloidal form in the initial stage to not only close the internal fracture in the surrounding rock but also to deform with the surrounding rock and prevent a fracture [20–23]. The strength of the shotcrete was later increased, and it formed a lining structure that reinforced the shell support. The characteristics of the new support structure allowed the surrounding rock of the roadway to deform appropriately, thereby releasing the elastic energy of the surrounding rock, and avoid a sudden release of energy, which would cause roadway instability. The support structure provides high strength to support the surrounding rock, allows for high ground stress, and limits a large deformation in the surrounding rock. The “shell + bolt + shotcrete” structure is a semirigid support system that provides flexible support during the initial stages but results in rigid roadway support.

The essence of the new support structure is that bolts reinforce the surrounding rock, and the shotcrete closes fractures in the surrounding rock. The bolts, shotcrete, and surrounding rock form a unified whole support structure called an external arch. When the surrounding rock tends to be stable, then the shotcrete grouts to the bottom of the roadway and the reinforced shell is used as a preliminary support on the inside of the external arch. Then the shotcrete grouts to the reinforced shell, and the shotcrete and reinforced shell form a unified whole support structure called an internal arch. The whole support system controls large roadway deformations.

2.2. Internal Force Calculation of the Reinforced Shell. The geometric graph of the curved surface of the reinforced shell is shown in Figure 4. The length of the cylindrical shell is 1, radius is \( a \), thickness is \( h \), and flare angle is \( f_0 \). Therefore, \( \xi = \frac{x}{a} \)

\[
\beta = \frac{h^2}{12a^2}
\]

\[
\xi = \frac{x}{a}
\]

\[
\beta = \frac{h^2}{12a^2}
\]

The basic equations of the cylindrical shell are expressed using a displacement component as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \xi^2} + \frac{1 - \mu}{2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \psi^2} + \frac{1 + \mu}{2} \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial \xi^2} + \frac{\mu}{\partial \xi} \frac{\partial w}{\partial \xi} = \frac{(1 - \mu^2) \alpha^2 p_1}{Eh},
\]

\[
\frac{1 + \mu}{2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \xi^2} + \frac{1 - \mu}{2} \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial \xi^2} + \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial \xi^2} - \frac{1 - \mu^2 \alpha^2 p_2}{Eh},
\]

\[
\mu \frac{\partial u}{\partial \xi} - \frac{\partial v}{\partial \psi} - \beta \left( \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial \xi^2} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial \xi^2 \partial \psi^2} + \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial \psi^4} \right) = \frac{(1 - \mu^2) \alpha^2 p_3}{Eh}
\]

(2)

The equations for the internal force are simplified as follows:

\[
N_x = \frac{Eh}{1 - \mu^2} \left[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\mu}{a} \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial \psi} - w \right) \right],
\]

\[
N_y = \frac{Eh}{1 - \mu^2} \left[ \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial \psi} \right],
\]

\[
N_{xy} = \frac{Eh}{2(1 + \mu)} \left[ \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial \psi} \right],
\]

\[
M_x = -D \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\mu}{a^2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial \psi^2} \right),
\]

\[
M_y = -D \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial \psi^2} \right),
\]

where \( D = (Eh^3)/(12(1 - \mu^2)) \) is the flexural rigidity. The above equations can be simplified using an 8th partial differential equation, and the complete solution can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
\nabla^2 \nabla^2 \nabla^2 \nabla^2 F + \frac{1 - \mu^2}{\beta} \frac{\partial^4 F}{\partial \xi^4} = \frac{4a^4 \alpha^4 p_3}{D}.
\]

The homogeneous solution of equation (3) is the general solution of the following equation: \( \nabla^2 \nabla^2 \nabla^2 F + 4a^4 \alpha^4 \partial^4 F/\partial \xi^4 = 0 \). The curved edges at both ends of the
where \( \alpha = mna/l \), where equations (1) and (2) are merged:

\[
\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} A_m e^{\eta m} \sin \lambda_m \xi = 0,
\]

where \( e^{\eta m} \sin \lambda_m x \neq 0 \) and \( A_m \neq 0 \), as obtained using equation (2); therefore,

\[
(\eta^4 - A_m^2) \lambda_m^4 = 0.
\]

The general solution of equation (4) can be simplified as follows:

\[
F^p(\xi, \psi) = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \left[ e^{-\eta m} (B_1 e^{i\phi} + B_2 e^{-i\phi}) + e^{i\eta m} (B_3 e^{i\phi} + B_4 e^{-i\phi}) + e^{i\psi m} (B_5 e^{i\phi} + B_6 e^{-i\phi}) + e^{-\psi m} (B_7 e^{i\phi} + B_8 e^{-i\phi}) \right] \sin \lambda_m \xi.
\]

The particular solution of equation (4) can be simplified using Euler’s equation as follows:

\[
F^p(\xi, \psi) = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} q_m \phi^m \sin \lambda_m \xi,
\]

where \( \phi = \phi^m(\psi) \) and \( q_m \) are the Fourier coefficients:

\[
q_m = \frac{2}{\xi_0} \int_0^{\xi_0} \phi \sin \lambda_m \xi d\xi.
\]

The complete solution of equation (4) is the sum of equations (10) and (11) as follows:

\[
F(\xi, \psi) = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \left( c_1 \phi_1 + c_2 \phi_2 + c_3 \phi_3 + c_4 \phi_4 + q_m \phi^m \right) \sin \lambda_m \xi.
\]

For the shell, the maximum value of basic stress can be obtained using the internal force directly as follows:

\[
\sigma_x = \frac{N_x}{h^2} + \frac{6M_x}{h},
\]

\[
\sigma_y = \frac{N_y}{h^2} + \frac{6M_y}{h},
\]

\[
\tau_xy = \frac{N_{yx}}{h^2} + \frac{6M_{xy}}{h^2}.
\]

According to the above formulas, the shell support can bear high ground stress and avoid stress concentration, and it is an effective support structure to control large deformations of the roadway.

3. Numerical Simulation

The support portion of the “shell + bolt + shotcrete” structure is a special reinforced concrete structure. ANSYS numerical simulation software was used to simulate the “shell + bolt + shotcrete” structure, which included investigations of the stress mechanism, failure process, evaluation of the ultimate bearing capacity, structural reliability, and analysis of feeble locations in the structure [24–27]. The results were used to optimize the structural design.

3.1. Numerical Model. The constitutive models used for the steel and concrete were the complete elastoplastic model and the elastoplastic model, respectively, and they are modeled using separate displacement coordination. Considering that the steel mesh shell support structure is symmetrical about the central axis of the roadway, and also to reduce the modeling workload and improve the analysis efficiency, only a half model was used to analyze and calculate the numerical simulation of the net shell member. Steel bar and concrete can both be modeled using an elastic-plastic model as their constitutive model. The parameters of the numerical model are shown in Table 1. The numerical model is shown in Figure 6.

3.2. Loading and Solving. Full constraints were applied on the top and bottom surface of the model. In addition, the Z-axis displacement constraints were applied to the lateral boundaries of the model, and surface loads were applied on the outside surface of the model. Deformation of the model is shown in Figure 7. The stress distribution is shown in Figures 8 and 9.

As seen in Figure 7, the maximum deformation occurs at the upper part of the vertical wall of the model. As seen in Figure 8, at the maximum deformation of the model, the maximum compressive stress on the outer side of the steel bar was 350 MPa, the maximum tensile stress of the inner side of the main reinforcement was 350 MPa, and the stress on the connecting steel bar was relatively low. Due to stress concentration caused by the restraint force, there were large stress distributions at both ends of the model. For the whole model, the stress on the arch was low, and the vertical wall was the weak portion of the model. As seen in Figure 9, the...
The tensile stress of the concrete element was low, and there were no fractures caused by tensile stress, which indicated that it was under compressive stress. The stress was mainly concentrated on the vertical wall, and the maximum compressive stress was 28.05 MPa. Overall, the inside stress on the entire structure was greater than the outside stress.

### 4. Analog Simulation Experiment

A comprehensive analysis of the experimental conditions and the actual condition of the north wing main haulage roadway of the Du’erping coal mine was performed. In the engineering design, the ratio of the size of the prototype to the experimental model was 2:1, and the material used in the model was the same as the material used in the prototype [28–31].

The parametric equation is as follows:

\[ f = (\sigma, p, A, D, L, E, \gamma) = 0, \quad (12) \]

where \( \sigma \) is the stress in Pa, \( p \) is the normal distribution load in Pa, \( D \) is the cross-sectional area in m², and \( E \) is the elastic modulus in Pa.

The dimensional analysis method is used to find the similarity criterion, and the criterion form is

\[ \pi = \sigma^a p^b A^c D^d L^e E^f. \quad (13) \]

By substitution, the dimension is

\[ \pi = [N^0 L^0 T^0]^a [N]^b [L^2]^c [L]^d [L]^e [NL^{-2}]^f. \quad (14) \]

The equations have equal dimensions on both sides; therefore,

\[ \begin{align*}
  a + b + f &= 0, \\
  -2a + 3b + c + 3d + e - 2f &= 0. 
\end{align*} \quad (15) \]

Expressions of the similarity criterion can be finally obtained as follows:

\[ \begin{align*}
  \pi_1 &= \frac{\sigma}{E}, \\
  \pi_2 &= \frac{p}{E}, \\
  \pi_3 &= \frac{A}{L^2}, \\
  \pi_4 &= \frac{D}{L^3}. 
\end{align*} \quad (16) \]

#### 4.1. Model

According to the actual condition of the north wing main haulage roadway, it was determined that the ratio of the experimental concrete in this model should be 1:1.84:1.84:0.45 for cement:sand:stone:water. The size of the specimen was 400 mm high, 100 mm thick, and 0.0724 m³ in volume. The poured model was constructed in a laboratory, while a set of standard concrete specimens were poured for the strength test. Due to a long experimental loading period, to ensure strength stability and the elastic modulus of the specimens during loading, the loading experiment was performed after the curing period.

In accordance with realistic conditions, the diameter of the main reinforcement for the model was 12 mm, and the diameter of the connecting steel bar was 8 mm. Fourteen points were selected on the model, as seen in Figure 10.
Measuring point #1 was located on the middle main reinforcement approximately one quarter of the entire length from the end. Measuring point #2 was located on the secondary reinforcement approximately one quarter of the entire length from the end. Measuring point #3 was located on the bridge frame approximately one quarter of the entire length from the end. Measuring point #4 was located on the arc bridge frame approximately one quarter of the entire length from the end. Measuring point #5 was located on the lateral connecting the steel bar approximately one quarter of the entire length from the end. Measuring point #8 was located in the middle of the symmetry plane of the main reinforcement. Measuring point #9 was located in the middle of the symmetry plane of the secondary reinforcement. Measuring point #10 was located in the middle of the symmetry plane of the bridge frame. Measuring point #11 was located in the middle of the symmetry plane of the arc bridge frame. Measuring point #12 was located in the middle of the symmetry plane of the lateral connecting steel bar. In addition, two measuring points were located in the middle and one quarter of the entire length from the end of the model’s medial surface. Strain gauges were attached in two directions at every measuring point. Measuring points #6 and #13 were the vertical strain measuring points located on the medial surface of the concrete, and points #7 and #14 were the horizontal strain measuring points located on the lateral surface of the concrete.

4.2. Measuring and Loading. To simulate the load distribution, three hydraulic jacks were used, and the maximum...
The pressure of each cylinder was 1000 kN. As shown in Figure 11, the thick steel plates and mortar were used to convert the point load of the jack into surface load. The two ends of the specimen were fixed with double steel plates. Grease was applied on the middle steel plate so that the specimen could slide and avoid stress concentration at both ends. The measuring equipment used high-speed static strain gauges, and the data were automatically collected by the computer. The strain gauges were divided into two groups: one group was attached to the steel bar and one group was attached to the concrete. Each group was equipped with a compensating plate. The measuring circuit used a half-bridge circuit.

According to the calibration of the cylinder, the pressure conversion relationship was determined as follows:

\[ p = 32.779p_0 + 3.8929, \]  

(17)

where \( p \) is the output pressure of cylinder in kN and \( p_0 \) is the output reading of the cylinder in MPa.

The longitudinal displacement of the model is

\[ \Delta r = \varepsilon \times r = 1.13\varepsilon \times 10^{-3}, \]  

(18)

where \( \varepsilon \) is the average horizontal strain and \( r \) is the inside radius of the shell in mm.

### 4.3. Analysis of Experimental Results

The material parameters of the concrete were determined using a standard specimen that was poured at the same time the structure was constructed. The results were \( P_{c1} = 718 \text{ kN} \), \( P_{c2} = 752 \text{ kN} \), and \( P_{c3} = 687 \text{ kN} \), and the collapsing strength of concrete specimen was \( \sigma_c = 26.8 \text{ MPa} \).

After the cylinder was set to zero, it began to load at the initial pressure of 1.0 MPa and was measured every 1.0 MPa until the model failed. The ultimate bearing capacity of the support structure was 14 MPa. The measurement points were classified as follows: #1 and #8 on the main reinforcement were classified as Group 1, #2 and #9 on the secondary reinforcement were classified as Group 2, #3 and #10 on the bridge frame were classified as Group 3, #4 and #11 on the arc bridge frame were classified as Group 4, #5 and #12 on the connecting steel bar were classified as Group 5, and #6, #7, #13, and #14 located on the concrete to measure vertical strain and horizontal strain were classified as Group 6. The strain-load curves of the model are shown in Figure 12.

During the experiment, when a load of 9 MPa was applied, cracks appeared near both ends of the specimen. When a load of more than 10 MPa was applied, peeling occurred at both ends of the specimen, but there was no damage. Radial sliding occurred at the constraints of both ends. However, the entire model remained stable. With continued loading, cracks appeared mainly in the concrete layer. When a load of 14 MPa was applied, the model structure broke. The location of the broken portion was near the bearing surfaces at both ends of the shell, and the concrete was crushed. This was consistent with the results of the theoretical analysis and the numerical simulation analysis. The failure surface was an oblique section. According to the Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion, the mode of fracturing was a combination of compression and shearing. The failure state of the model is shown in Figure 13.

The ultimate bearing capacity of the model was 14 MPa. The conversion using equation (4) to engineering units was 1388 kN. As shown in Figure 12, when the load was close to the limit value, the main reinforcement and secondary reinforcement in the shell reached a yield state, and the structural damage was due to the stress concentration that occurred at both ends. To test the bearing capacity of the whole support of the “reinforced shell + shotcrete” structure, the whole “vertical wall semicircular arch reinforced shell + concrete” structure was tested. The whole structure is shown in Figure 14. The experimental support consisted of a
Figure 12: Strain-load curve of the model. (a) Group 1. (b) Group 2. (c) Group 3. (d) Group 4. (e) Group 5. (f) Group 6.
top arc plate and two lateral arc plates, and its structure was the same as the prototype support. A total of 14 jacks were installed along the perimeter of the support for loading purposes. The structure was supported on a concrete base, and the two walls were supported by a retractable cross brace to simulate the yielding support effect of the floor strata on the support structure. During the experiment, the jacks were loaded synchronously. The ratio of vertical wall load strength to arch load strength was controlled between 0.7 and 0.8. The stress of the steel bars and the deformation of the concrete shell were measured simultaneously.

When the total load reached 316 kN, the right vertical wall was destabilized due to large flexure fracture, and the left vertical wall began to crack, while the vault remained intact. The carrying capacity of the prototype structure can be calculated as follows:

\[ C_P = C_E K = 316 \times 1.5^2 = 711 \text{ kN}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where \( C_P \) is the carrying capacity of the prototype support in kN, \( C_E \) is the carrying capacity of the experimental support in kN, and \( K \) is the similarity ratio of the support's sectional area.

Judging from the engineering analogy, the support structure of the "vertical wall semicircular arch reinforced shell + shotcrete" was sufficient to reliably support the north wing main haulage roadway of the Du'erping coal mine.

5. Engineering Application

5.1. Support Design. Based on the numerical simulation and the analogic simulative experiment, combined with the engineering geological conditions of the Du'erping coal mine and the shape of the roadway cross section, the structure of the reinforced shell support vertical wall semicircular arch was designed. As seen in Figure 15, the reinforced shell support was divided into three sections: a top reticulated shell and two lateral reticulated shells. The structure of the reticulated shell is shown in Figure 16, and the assembled support on the ground is shown in Figure 17.

After the reinforced shell support was completed, the shotcrete filled the gaps in the reinforced shells and formed a reinforced concrete structure with high strength. Furthermore, the concrete layer would be capable of sealing fractures in the surrounding rock of the roadway. The new support structure is shown in Figure 18.

5.2. Field Monitoring. To research the support effect of the new support structure, two types of monitoring points were arranged on-site: one monitored the roadway convergence and the other monitored the surrounding rock pressure [32–35].

5.2.1. Arrangement of Monitoring Points. As seen in Figure 19(a), six measuring lines were selected to monitor the roadway convergence (a total of five measuring points: one was arranged on the vault and four were arranged on the lateral wall). As seen in Figure 19(b), three measuring points were selected to monitor the surrounding rock pressure; one was arranged on the vault, and two were arranged on the lateral wall.
5.2.2. Monitoring Results Analysis. The roadway convergence monitoring curves are shown in Figure 20, and the surrounding rock pressure measuring curve is shown in Figure 21.

As seen in Figure 20, the deformation of the roadway tended to be stable after 20 days of support, and the amount of convergence was small. The maximum convergence of the two roadway walls was 19 mm, and the maximum convergence of the vault was only 10 mm. As seen in Figure 21, the surrounding rock pressure changed significantly within the 30 days, with the initial pressures of the two roadway walls being 0.032 MPa and 0.039 MPa, respectively, and the peak pressures reaching 0.290 MPa and 0.306 MPa, respectively. When the pressures of the two roadway walls were 0.284 MPa and 0.294 MPa, respectively, the pressure tended to be stable. The initial pressure on the rock surrounding the vault was 0.029 MPa, and the peak pressure was 0.196 MPa. When the pressure on the rock surrounding the vault was 0.19 MPa, the pressure on the rock surrounding the vault tended to be stable.

The result of the on-site monitoring showed that the "reinforced shell + bolt + shotcrete" support structure and the rock surrounding the roadway performed well. The new support structure fully withstood the bearing capacity of the surrounding rock, extended the time for self-stabilization in the surrounding rock, and significantly improved the roadway support conditions.

6. Conclusions

(1) The new support structure consisting of “reinforced shell + bolt + shotcrete” has the simultaneous advantages of flexible support and rigid support. It was developed to improve the stress state and increase support strength. The viability of this structure was
tested using field experiments, and the results demonstrated that the new support structure effectively improved roadway stability.

(2) Compared with traditional support structures, this new support design is able to control large roadway deformations caused by surrounding broken rock.
The reinforced shell support is easy to install, utilizes light weight, three-dimensional continuous support, enhances stability, and is easy to construct and incorporate into projects.

(3) A comprehensive analysis of the theoretical calculations, the numerical simulations, and the analog simulation showed that the vertical wall of the reinforced shell support was the weakest part of the support. Under extremely unstable surrounding rock conditions, the vertical wall could be replaced by using a cambered wall, which would greatly improve the bearing capacity.
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